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Installing Protrack Feed
®

Pre-requisite to install Protrack Feed
• Installation of Protrack® Hub.
• Installation of Protrack® ID (Rotary) – The Protrack® Feed module relies on an animal
being allocated to a bail in order to feed the respective animal.
Robbing Bars

Installation – Robbing bars
To allow the Protrack Feed system to feed each cow accurately, it is a requirement for
robbing bars to be installed on each bail to prevent the animals from stealing feed
from another bail’s feed bin. Robbing bar designs can vary and must be designed to
suit each particular shed.
You will need to work with your engineer on having these installed (whether welded or
bolted to each bail fence).
Below are a few different designs that are currently installed on existing rotary sheds.
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Calibrating the feed heads
The initial setup of feed heads should be carried out when the system is first installed.
However you may need to make adjustments, if you have new feed heads installed or
need to make changes to existing feed heads.
In order for the automatic system to drop feed, the calibration of each feed head (1-5)
needs to be completed and the default recipe needs to be defined in the software.
A default feed group allows you to set a feed regime for animals that do not belong to
a feed group to enable them to be fed. The animal will get fed the default recipe when
not fed by a group.
The below steps will calibrate the system for the first time and allow you to setup the
default Recipe.
Tools required for calibration steps.
• Weigh scales
• Bucket
• Device (mobile phone/tablet)
1. Turn the three position selector switch to auto, as shown by the image below.

2. Click on the Menu button at the top right side of the page once more

3. Click the Feed button, you will then be taken to the Feed page.
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Menu

Feed

4. Select the Heads button at the top right of the page, you will then
be taken to the calibration page.

Heads

5. Select the Calibrate button for Feed head 1. This is where you can name the feed
head from Feed head 1 to say Palm Kernel Extract or whatever the product is.
6. The calibration page for Feed head 1 allows you to select your own calibration
points. Click the Add new flow rate button to select various drop times to calibrate
the feed head.

7. Enter the time in seconds.
8. Select drop feed.
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9. Weigh the bucket and add the weight into the Amount of feed dropped section.

10. Once you have added sufficient drop times, weigh the empty bucket and tare this
back to “0”.
11. Now place the empty bucket under the feed head
dropper 1 and select the drop feed button on the software
for 0.5 seconds. If no feed is dropped make sure the
manual switch is turned to auto.
12. Weigh the amount and record the value into the respective
column beside the drop feed button, empty the bucket of
feed into a bag or in the feed bin.
13. Repeat steps 1-3 for all the drop times you have added as part of the calibration of
‘Feed head 1’.
14. Once the calibration step is complete click the Save button at the bottom right of
the page.
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15. Repeat the above steps for the amount of feed heads you have installed on farm
i.e. 1-5 feed heads.

There is also a Test drop amount of feed button, which allows you to enter a value
in kg’s of feed (say 1.5 kg’s of meal), press the Test button to weigh how much meal
is dropped. If the measured weight is not accurate (1.5 kg’s) you may require more
calibration points to increase the accuracy of the feed dropped.

Editing existing flow rates
Once the flow rates have been setup you may need to go back and verify that the feed
head is still dropping the correct amount. This is necessary when you receive a new
batch of feed or if the consistency of the feed has changed.
From the Feed head setup screen, select the feed head you need to alter and modify
the settings, and from here you can also delete a flow rate.
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Setting Default Recipe
1. Under the Feed home page click the pencil logo on the right as shown in the image.

2. Type in the required quantities you want each feed head to drop as a default
recipe. Click Save to save recipe when complete.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Every time your feed type changes, you will need to
calibrate the appropriate feed head.
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Recipes
Create a recipe
Creating recipes allows you to separate the herd into groups
with different feeding requirements.
It is recommended that you do not modify either the feed
group or recipe during milking as this can affect the system
performance.
1. To create a new recipe, select the Feed tab from the menu.
This will take you to the following screen.

2. Select Add new recipe .
3. Enter in the recipe name or description for the feed associated with this feed head
e.g. Maize
4. Select the group of animals to be fed that recipe. These are your MINDA® LIVE
groups. You can select a PYO or rules based group from MINDA LIVE or simply
create a group in MINDA LIVE.
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4. Enter the amount of feed in either kgs or litres for morning and night milkings.

5. Then select Save.
6. You will then go back to the Feed page where you will see the recipe and the feed
group.

Delete a Recipe
To delete a recipe, simply select the rubbish bin icon
to either delete or cancel the recipe.
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. You will receive a confirmation

Modify a Recipe
1. To modify a recipe select the Pencil icon

.

2. You will then be taken to the following page where you can change recipe or group.

From there simply change the feed quantity for either the AM or PM session. You can
also change the recipe name if you want to.
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Feeding unknown and unlinked animals
Unknown animals are animals that have not been able to be identified by Protrack.
This may be because:
• The animal does not have an EID tag
• The EID tag was not able to be read by the antenna
Unlinked animals are animals that do have an EID tag in their ear but the tag has not
been linked to a cow in MINDA® LIVE. When feeding Protrack is still able to feed these
animals even though they haven’t been identified in a feed group. Each feed head
has a default amount that it will feed an unidentified animal.

Feeding repeat cows
Combined with Protrack® ID, the Protrack systems identifies any animal which stays on
the platform. Animals that stay on the platform for a second rotation will not be fed.
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Group feeding
Group feeding allows you to separate the herd into groups with different feeding
requirements and allows Protrack to manage their feeding requirements.
You can select an existing PYO or rules based group from MINDA® LIVE or simply
create a group in MINDA LIVE. These groups will be displayed in the shed software.

Modifying group membership
Group membership can also be modified in the Shed via the Quick action panel.
1. From the feed page select the lightning bolt

icon.

2. Enter the animal to be included in the group.
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3. Select Manage groups.

4. Select the group that you would like her to be in, and Save.
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Initially we suggest that you set up the entire herd as a single feed group and add
others later following the same steps.
With group feeding an animal can belong in multiple groups at any one time.
If an animal is in more than one group, it will be fed the recipe that has the highest
rank. Recipes are ranked 1 onwards.
For example; if cow number 2 was in both the Low BCS cows group and the BCS
and Bottom 10% group she would only be fed the recipe ranked number 1 – Low
BCS cows.
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Environmental adjustments
Environmental adjustments allows you to increase or decrease the amount of food
given to animals without having to alter all of the feed recipes. The adjustment
applies across all feed groups you have created.
It allows you to give between 50% and 150% of the feed specified and would typically
be used at time of high or low pasture cover.
1. To adjust the percentage of feed given select the Environmental adjustment at the
top of the screen.
2. To adjust the percentage of the feed recipes simply select the percentage increase
or decrease in the environmental adjustments section.

3. Once you make this adjustment, you will see the modified recipes on your screen
change.
The screen below shows that the recipes have been increased by 20%.
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Feed report
The Protrack® Feed report shows the recipe name and the animals fed by which recipe.
This shows current and historic feed information.
1. Select the Reports icon at the top right hand of the page.

2. You will then be taken to the following page, where you can either view the current
feed recipes or you can select an historic feed recipe.

3. You can view the animals which have been fed that particular recipe by selecting
the arrow icons
.
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